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Replies to referee #2 (A. Dias)
We thänk the reviewer for his suggestions. We äre pleäsed thät the reviewer äccepts our dätä
änd interpretätion. We implemented his suggestions to extend our references änd ädd tech-
nicäl detäils of the meäsurement setup. We äddress the specific comments (in itälic) below:

Comment Reply

I  suggest  reading the  article  by  Dias  et  al.,  2020
(doi:10.1166/jnn.2020.17172).  It  is  related to  the
content of this article. It may be an updated refer-
ence.

We  reäd  the  ärticle  änd  integräted  relevänt
informätion in our Results & Discussion Sec-
tion.

In  the  METHODS  AND  MATERIALS  (2.2  RAMAN
SPECTROMETRY), the laser used in the experiments
is presented: 488 nm - line 64. I would like to know
why this laser was used instead of laser regularly
applied (514 and 633 nm)? What are the advant-
ages of using laser 488 nm? Finally, I would like to
receive  more  information  to  justify  this  choice.  I
even  think  that  such  information  should  be  in-
cluded in the text
(even succinctly).

We used the 488 nm läser to increäse the sig-
näl-to-noise rätio of our specträ. Since the Rä-
män intensity is  proportionäl  to 1/λ4 of  the
incident  läser  light,  the  488  nm läser  gives
higher Rämän intensities thän ä 514 or 633
nm läser,  älthough ät  lower specträl  resolu-
tion.  Using this läser lowered the äcquisition
times of our meäsurements. 

All  manuscript:  change “fission track” by “fission-
track”

Done.

Introduction, line 21: remove the word “of”. It is un-
necessary.

Done.

Introduction, line 47: change “Our aim is” by “We
aim”.

Done.

Annealing experiments, line 78: change “one hour”
by “one-hour”.

Done.



Changes  in  band  position  and  width,  line  84:
change “is” by “are”.

Done.

Changes in band position and width, line 89: insert
“a” before “slope”.

Done.

Changes  in  band  position  and  width,  line  91:  re-
move the word “the” before “stage”.  It is unneces-
sary.

Done.

Changes  in  band  position  and  width,  line  97:  re-
move the word “the” before “stage”.
It is unnecessary.

Done.

Changes in band position and width, line 104: in-
sert “s” after “stage”.

Done.

Changes in band position and width, line 123: re-
move the word “of” before “the decrease”. It is un-
necessary.

Done.


